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Figure 1. Our Lady of Cocharcas, ca. 1759. Oil and gold on canvas. The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York.  
 
Figure 2. Our Lady of the Rosary of Pomata, eighteenth century. Oil on canvas. Ayachucho, 
convent of Santa Clara.  
 
Figure 3. Eight-pointed star tunic, 1460-1540. Camelid hair, cotton. The Metropolitan Museum 
of Art, New York.  
 
Figure 4. Camelid figurine, 1400-1533. Alloys of silver, gold, and copper. The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York.  
 
Figure 5. Herman Weyen, after Peter Paul Rubens. The Resurrection of Christ, ca. 1626-50. 
Engraving. Biblioteca National de Antropología e Historia de México, Mexico City.  
 
Figure 6. Francisco de Zurbarán. Virgen de la Merced con dos mercedarios, ca. 1635-1640. Oil 
on canvas. Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza, Madrid.  
 
Figure 7. Ascension of the Virgin, late eighteenth or early nineteenth century. Oil on canvas. 
Dallas Museum of Art, Dallas.  
 
Figure 8. Saint Catherine of Siena, seventeenth century. Oil on copper. Brooklyn Museum, 
Brooklyn.  
 
Figure 9. Madonna and Child with Saints Francis and Catherine of Siena, ca. 1476-80. Tempera 
on wood, gold ground. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.  
 
Figure 10. Detail of End of the Procession, seventeenth century. Oil on canvas. Museo 
Arzobispal, Cuzxo.  
 
Figure 11. Virgin of the Victory of Málaga, late seventeenth or eighteenth century. Oil paint on 
canvas with gold leaf. Denver Art Museum, Denver.  
 
Figure 12. Diego Quispe Tito. Franciscan Virgin of the Immaculate Conception, ca. 1650. Oil 
and gold on canvas. Denver Art Museum, Denver.  
 
Figure 13. Detail of Our Lady of Guápulo, eighteenth century. Oil on canvas. The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York.  
 
Figure 14. Our Lady of Pomata, 1675. Oil on canvas. Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn.  
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Figure 15. Wilhelm von Gumppenberg, Virgin of Guadalupe, Virgin of Leon, Virgin of 
Rocamadour, and Virgin of Loudun, 1659. From Atlas Marianus. 
 
Figure 16. Virgin of the Mountain, ca. 1766. Oil on canvas. Museo Nacional de Arte, La Paz.  
 
Figure 17. Our Lady of Cocharcas, 1765. Oil on canvas. Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn.  
 
Figure 18. Detail, Our Lady of Cocharcas, 1765. Oil on canvas. Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn. 
 
Figure 19. Virgin of the Candlestick, ca. 1760. Oil on canvas. Fundacion Osma, Lima.  
 
Figure 20. Detail, Our Lady of Cocharcas, 1759. Oil and gold on canvas. The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York.  
 
Figure 21. Our Lady of Cocharcas on the Altar, eighteenth century. Oil on canvas. Brooklyn 
Museum, Brooklyn.  
 
Figure 22. Detail, Our Lady of Cocharcas on the Altar, eighteenth century. Oil on canvas. 
Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn.  
 
Figure 23. Detail, Our Lady of Cocharcas, 1759. Oil and gold on canvas. The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York.  
 
Figure 24. Crown of the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception, known as the Crown of the Andes, 
ca. 1660 (diadem) and ca. 1770 (Arches). Gold, repoussé and chased; emeralds. The 








 Encyclopedic art museums are more than just repositories of fine art objects. These 
institutions serve a unique role in today’s society in their ability to tell meaningful stories about 
the history of the world we inhabit. Encyclopedic museums collect, study, and display objects 
created across different cultures, regions, periods, movements, and media, ultimately 
encouraging visitors to make connections across time and across cultures. These connections 
underscore the idea that humanity’s values can and do traverse traditional boundaries—
geographical, political, racial, social, and religious—and reinforce just how parallel cultural 
goals and beliefs can be. But they also highlight difference and a culture’s unique contributions 
in the production of art making.  Encyclopedic collections can underscore the cross-fertilization 
of any culture’s art history—that is, art is rarely made in a vacuum, and influences are 
multifarious and complex. 
 A small gallery in the American Wing of The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, 
(hereinafter, The Met) dedicated to the art of the colonial Andes demonstrates the ability of the 
art museum to tell such stories: specifically about art as an embodiment of the artistic 
amalgamation of the early modern period.  The objects in this space—including nine paintings 
and several related objects, including an exquisite golden crown—tell a powerful story about the 
significant role of the visual arts in the society and culture of the Americas following the Spanish 
conquest in 1532.  In this gallery, close looking and analysis rewards the museum visitor, as each 
object provides a discrete window into this moment in history, a time during which the richness 
of religious and spiritual belief was manifested in the visual and reflected the social, political, 
and religious complexities of the colonial Andes.  By focusing on one specific object on view in 
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this space and tracing its origins and iconography, this study aims to demonstrate the power of 
visual and performative ritual in the construction of colonial Andean identities, all while 
revealing the splendor and magnificence of the art of the seventeenth and eighteenth century in 
this region.  Our Lady of Cocharcas (ca. 1759, figure 1), a painting in The Met collection, 
depicts a statue of the Catholic Virgin Mary in procession, beset by vignette scenes of pilgrims 
that traverse the local landscape. This scene tells a complex story about art making, belief, and 
transculturation in the Andes during the late colonial period. 
 The visual art that emerged in the colonial Andes has a complex blend of Spanish and 
indigenous influences with a heavy dose of Catholicism, as reflected by the role of the visual in 
furthering evangelization efforts in the period following the Spanish conquest in 1532.1  One of 
the most popular art forms in the colonial Andes at that time were “statue paintings,” or painted 
images of statues that existed in sanctuaries around the region. These painted portraits were 
created in order to spread the image and power of the devotional statues more widely, as the 
statues themselves did not often travel far beyond the villages in which they were based, such as 
Cocharcas, Copacabana, and Pomata. Statue paintings usually depict the statue on its altar, or, in 
some cases, on its processional baldachin, such as in the example of Our Lady of Cocharcas at 
the center of this examination (figure 1).  
 The majority of statue paintings were owned by wealthy individuals, hung in private 
homes, and likely served as the site of private devotion. They also served social functions, 
retaining significant economic value, establishing the patrons’ religious affiliations, and serving 
 
1 While outside the parameters of this study, it should be noted that East Asia was another region that traded with 
Spanish America via the Manila Galleon, a fleet that travelled annually from Acapulco to Japan and China. Luxury 
items that arrived to the Americas included painted screens and pictures made of inlay of mother-of-pearl. (Jonathan 
Brown, “From Spanish to New Spanish Painting” in Painting in Latin America: 1550-1820, eds. Jonathan Brown 




as conversation pieces, which encouraged discussion of the different miracles each statue 
performed.2  These works may have also functioned as forms of donor recognition.  The 
clothing, jewelry, and other accessories that adorned the statues, and then were depicted in the 
paintings, were often donated by individuals.  A painting that includes these details could have 
been used to mark the occasion of such a gift, especially since the adornments were often 
impermanent.  A painting, therefore, served as a permanent reminder of such a moment.  
Many of the statue paintings depict a local advocation of the Virgin Mary.3  Statue 
paintings of the Virgin are often on large, vibrantly colored canvases and feature a titular statue 
as the central motif, with her bold triangular form echoing the opulent robes in which she is 
dressed.  She is beset by lavish decorative elements such as ornamental floral arrangements, 
candles, jewels, angels, cherubs, and sometimes donor portraits that adorn and surround her.  
This rich decorative program is exemplified in the convent of Santa Clara’s statue painting of 
Our Lady of the Rosary of Pomata (eighteenth century, figure 2).  These works have been 
categorized as still lifes in that they depict an object and its structural setting.4  However, the 
paintings are infused with imaginary elements, too, such as translucent, radiating halos and 
decorative seraphim, lending an air of awe and theatricality.  As Barbara Duncan writes, “the 
literal translation of both the dressed sculpture and its structural setting into painting lends to the 
 
2 Maya Stanfield-Mazzi, Object and Apparition: Envisioning the Christian Divine in the Colonial Andes (University 
of Arizona Press: 2013), 172.  
 
3 As Emily Engel writes, the term “advocation” is used to indicate a variant of a basic entity, in this case, the Virgin 
Mary.  When the Virgin Mary is associated with a specific area, she becomes associated with the name of the 
respective locale. (Emily A. Engel, “Visualizing a Colonial Peruvian Community in the Eighteenth-Century 
Paintings of Our Lady of Cocharcas.” Religion and the Arts 13 (2009), 300.) 
 




Virgin an extraordinary inanimate aura and imbues her with both worldly and other-worldly 
attributes.”5 
 The work at the center of this study depicts a statue in procession.  Our Lady of 
Cocharcas (figure 1) is a representation of the statue of the same name, housed in the sanctuary 
dedicated to Our Lady of Cocharcas, an advocation of the Virgin Mary located in the Cocharcas 
region of present-day Peru. There are at least eleven known statue paintings of Our Lady of 
Cocharcas.6 While this particular study focuses on The Met’s iteration, other versions of the 
work are referenced as applicable, and much of the discussion incorporated within can be applied 
to all eleven of these works.7  
 This study aims to examine statue paintings through two discrete methods. Chapter 1 will 
give a broad overview of the place of statue paintings in the late colonial Andes and reverence by 
the resident Inca, who, over time, had grown to accept and interpret for themselves the 
evangelization efforts of the Spanish.  Ironically, it was the indigenous practice of huaca worship 
that made portraits of the Virgin Mary such fertile ground for Spanish evangelization, a point 
that reinforces the cultural parallels in art and visual representation.  The second chapter will 
consist of a specific, detailed analysis of Our Lady of Cocharcas and two physical acts 
performed to revere the image: pilgrimage and procession.  While both performative rituals were 
happening across Spain and Latin America, Our Lady of Cocharcas is the only statue painting 
series that depicts them.  Pilgrimage is an ancient tradition that has antecedents in the pre-
 
5 Barbara Duncan, “Statue Paintings of the Virgin” in Gloria in Excelsis: The Virgin and Angels in Viceregal 
Painting of Peru and Bolivia. Ed. Barbara Duncan. (New York: Center for Inter-American Relations: 1996), 38.  
 
6 Engel, 304.  
 
7 There are reports that multiple paintings recording miracles performed by Our Lady of Cocharcas were on view in 
her sanctuary—perhaps the statue paintings themselves. Others were likely commissioned for private homes 




conquest Andes. The ritual of pilgrimage in the late colonial Andes, as represented in the images 
of Our Lady of Cocharcas, represents the agency that indigenous Andean people brought to their 
own religion and beliefs and was incorporated into Catholic traditions brought to these regions. 
The movement of the physical body, as seen through pilgrimage, was a way in which these 
Andean Catholic identities could be constructed and substantiated.8 
 The procession of statues, in contrast, is more a uniquely European custom.  It represents 
another form of pilgrimage in that it provides the opportunity for the image to bless all the places 
it passes while in movement.  This ritual, which has been closely examined by Susan Verdi 
Webster, demonstrates how the shared devotion to these statues unite communities and the 
power of the object in propelling belief.9  Ultimately, the aim of the second chapter is to show 
how the movement of bodies through both pilgrimage and procession created Andean Catholic 
identities and contributed to the process of transculturation.  Emily Engel’s article, “Visualizing 
a Colonial Peruvian Community in the Eighteenth-Century Paintings of Our Lady of Cocharcas,” 
is a significant reference point for this inquiry.10  
 In order to provide more context, it is important to consider a brief historiographic 
summary of Latin America art, with a particular focus on the Colonial Andean period in the 
centuries that followed the Spanish conquest.  It should be noted that, while painting produced in 
the Americas was certainly influenced by European art, it is problematic to view it primarily 
within a European framework. In so doing, early scholars inadvertently presented Colonial art as 
inferior to superior works of, for example, the Old Masters.  Art in the Americas developed 
 
8 Engel, 299-339.  
 
9 Susan Verdi Webster, Art and Ritual in Golden-Age Spain (New Jersey: Princeton University Press: 1998). 
 
10 Emily A. Engel, “Visualizing a Colonial Peruvian Community in the Eighteenth-Century Paintings of Our Lady 
of Cocharcas.” Religion and the Arts 13 (2009), 300.) 
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under different circumstances and does not benefit from the same kind of historiographic 
privilege that European art does: the names of many of the artists are unknown, and therefore, 
monographs are not available for study.  Much of Colonial art did not end up in royal collections, 
which, in Europe, has pointed scholars to valued masterpieces, many of which were specially 
commissioned.  Further, the post-colonial period did not encourage the continued appreciation of 
art during colonial times, allowing much of it to disappear or fall into disrepair.  As such, 
colonial art of Spanish America traditionally encouraged a different kind of study, that of images 
(theme, function, and reception), as opposed to art (artist, biography, style, technique, process, 
aesthetic worth).  It was not until the mid-twentieth century that historians began to move away 
from this kind of categorization and recognized the depth and uniqueness of the colonial 
paintings, not limiting them to an oversimplified, influencer/influenced relationship, which Luisa 
Alcalá has detailed in depth.   
Among the first scholars to lead this new inquiry were Francisco de la Maza (1913-72) 
and Teresa Gisbert (b. 1926), who recognized the importance of understanding and interpreting 
indigenous elements in Colonial art, and specifically honing in and discovering its often rich 
iconographical programs.11 Together with José de Mesa, in 1962 Gisbert published a definitive 
work on the history of Cuzco painters titled Historia de la pintura cuzqueña that describes the 
European and Andean influences present in the work of the Cuzco school, which is where these 
statue paintings proliferated.  Francisco Stastny was another scholar who focused on the Cuzco 
school and was among the first to call attention to the originality of subject matter found in 
 
11 Luisa Alcalá, “Painting in Latin America, 1550-1820: A Historical and Theoretical Framework” in Painting in 




Cuzco school works in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.12 By the 1980s and ‘90s, 
scholarship surrounding Colonial art had grown significantly, and new approaches for the study 
of and appreciation for art created in the region during the early modern period was led by 
iconographical analysis. 
That is not to say that European precedents were or should be ignored altogether; rather, 
the historians led by de la Maza and Gisbert pioneered the importance of indigenous study and 
underscored the idea that the scale should not be tipped too far in either direction—European or 
Andean antecedent.  As Luisa Alcalá writes, “it is most important to define what Spanish 
American colonial painting is not: the periphery of Europe, a parallel canon to European 
paintings (in the double sense that it is both about images and art, and that it developed under 
different conditions).”13 Thus, my thesis looks at the intersections of multiple influences as 
traditions were appropriated into already active artistic practices. 
 The aim of this study is to investigate the tradition of statue painting within this 
framework and to show ultimately how the power of the object, the ritual of pilgrimage, and the 
act of procession—as seen in the statue paintings of Our Lady of Cocharcas—demonstrate the 
transculturation that took place in the Colonial Andes in the eighteenth century.  Altogether, the 
incorporation of these elements into the portraits of Our Lady of Cocharcas emphasize the 
connection between ritualistic physical activations and devotion to this regional divinity, which 
ultimately united the Cocharcas community and reveals the stunning complexity of religious 
visual art produced during the late colonial period.  
 
 
12 Francisco Stastny, “Iconografia, pensamiento y sociedad en el Cuzco virreinal,” in Cielo Abierto, VII, no 21, 
Lima, July-September 1982, pp. 41-54. 
 




CHAPTER 1: POWER, PROSELYTISM, AND PURPOSE 
Catholic Christianity became a local religion, and in this respect, evangelization never 
accomplished all of its intended goals. The outcome is a testimony to the flexibility of 
Christian traditions, and to the resilience, the spiritual energy, of Andean People.14 
 
Brightly colored, richly decorative, and often shimmering with the abundant use of gold leaf, 
colonial statue paintings are works of art that were widely popular during the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries in the Americas.  Their foremost purpose was to spread images of the 
Christian divine throughout the region, and as such, they depicted statues of Christian subjects 
either placed on an altar or processional baldachin to replicate the act of procession.  These 
vibrant paintings of statues were created in Cuzco, Peru as early as 1670, and later in Bolivia and 
Ecuador.  Statue paintings are evidence of the envisioning of Christianity in the colonial Andes, 
and, more specifically, demonstrate how belief was manifested in the visual arts during this 
unique period in history.15  A review of the regions in which statue paintings were produced and 
the cultures embedded within the areas, pre- and post-conquest, provides a rich framework 
through which one can come to understand the origins and proliferation of these extraordinary 
artistic creations.  
 Following the Spanish conquest of the Americas in 1532, the spread of Christianity 
throughout the region was imminent and widespread.  Visual art was an important tool in the 
process of evangelization and helped to communicate to indigenous people Christian ideals.  The 
focus of this study—statue paintings—is one particular genre of Christian art that traveled to the 
Americas from Europe, to aid in the spread of Christianity but was later reinterpreted and 
refashioned by indigenous artists.  As such, statue paintings became their own unique creations.  
 
14 Sabine MacCormack, “Religion and Society in Inca and Spanish Peru” in The Colonial Andes: Tapestries and 
Silverwork, 1530-1830, eds. Elena Phipps, Johanna Hecht, and Cristina Esteras Martín (New York: The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2004), 112.  
 
15 Stanfield-Mazzi, 137.  
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This study is less about hybridity, or the blending of European and indigenous cultures as seen 
through statue paintings, but rather it seeks to situate statue paintings within the context of pre-
conquest Inca belief systems that existed even before the Spanish arrived, while also exploring 
the ways in which ritual and performance functioned as vehicles for transculturation, as seen 
through one particularly nuanced statue painting titled Our Lady of Cocharcas (figure 1). Statue 
paintings created by indigenous artists embody the complex forms of religious and artistic 
appropriation that happened during the colonial period.  
 In order to frame this chapter, an overview of art and belief in pre-conquest Peru provides 
background to indigenous belief systems, followed by a brief discussion of the conquest and 
evangelization of the region and the influence of both European and Andean artistic practices.  A 
specific focus on the city of Cuzco, the artistic center of pre- and post-conquest Peru offers a rich 
context for the burgeoning cultural scene and emergence of the Cuzco School, which is 
synonymous with the statue painting tradition.  This examination is followed by a deeper 
discussion surrounding the origins of statue painting and their role in creating colonial Andean 
identities, from the history of Marian devotion and miracles, the proliferation of statues as 
devotional tools, and the localization of these works.  Finally, the discussion circles back to a 
conversation about how these works resonated with indigenous belief systems, leading to their 
proliferation and the layered mix of influences that bred these objects.  A case study follows in 
Chapter 2 of Our Lady of Cocharcas, an unpublished work in The Met collection, whose 
complex history makes it all the more remarkable and relevant as a new addition to The Met’s 





Pre-conquest: Art and Belief 
 
 
In order to understand the multifaceted and unique visual traditions that emerged in the late 
colonial Andes, it is first important to establish a brief history of how art and belief functioned 
across the Inca Empire prior to the European invasion in 1532.  The Inca Empire comprised an 
incredibly vast region, at its height stretching four million square kilometers, with its 
administrative, military, and sacred capitals all centered in the city of Cuzco.16  Art across the 
Empire was fundamentally abstract, with non-figurative pattern and design.  The decorative arts, 
such as silverwork and textiles, were more prominent than paintings. For example, fine tunics, or 
unku, such as the Eight-Pointed Star Tunic (ca. 1460-1540, figure 3) held great prestige.  This 
work features a grid-like pattern comprised of alternating shapes, which may represent stars or 
animals.  Its rigid design is a common feature of Inca tunics.17  Very little is known about Inca 
painting, and while the Inca were said to have recorded myths and histories, these works were 
also largely abstract, with their stories told through a codified visual language that needed 
translation to understand.18 
Throughout the Empire, the Inca believed in a multiplicity of gods, origins, and cultic 
practices.  Several common beliefs, however, were shared across the territory.  The first was that 
the world and humanity came into existence in stages and that creation was an ongoing process 
for both the human and the divine—a concept that differs greatly from Christianity’s belief of 
 
16 Dr. Luis Enrique Tord, “The Viceroyalty of Peru, 1532-1825,” in Gloria in Excelsis, ed. Barbara Duncan (New 
York: Center for Inter-American Relations: 1986), 6. 
 
17 Elena J. Phipps, “Textiles as Cultural Memory: Andean Garments in the Colonial Period” in Converging 
Cultures: Art & Identity in Spanish America, ed. Diane Fane (New York: Harry N. Abrams, Incorporated: 1996), 
144-148. 
 
18 Luis Eduardo Wuffarden, “Origins, 1532-75” in Painting in Latin America, 1550-1820, eds. Jonathan Brown and 




one divine creation.  Different gods provided the Inca population with different blessings over 
time, each one improving upon the next, such as Pachacamac, one of the earlier deities who 
taught agriculture and provided tools with which to work the land.  Humans were thought to 
have descended from these gods or from the rocks of the land, which were often seen to have had 
an otherworldly existence and may have contained the spirits of the gods themselves.  Along 
with other varieties of natural formations, these special rocks were referred to as huacas, and 
many were seen to possess life, communicative, and prophetic powers.  In fact, upon the Spanish 
conquest, many Inca believed that huacas would come into power and throw the conquistadors 
into the sea.19  Manmade objects were sometimes seen as huacas, as well.  For example, this 
charming Camelid figurine, also in The Met collection (ca. 1400-1533, figure 4), represents one 
of many Camelid figurines often found at burial sites.  Their prominence in sacred locations 
suggests they likely had ritualistic use and sacred power and may have been seen as huacas 
themselves.20 
The Sun was seen as the royal ancestor of Inca royal lineage and the Sun’s principal 
sanctuary, the Coricancha, was located in Cuzco.  Cults formed around each deity and were 
allocated vast resources such as land, herds, and people to perform and administer them, and 
periodic offerings were sent to each deity in order to maintain goodwill.  Across the empire, 
death was not seen to mark the end of existence.  As such, mummified bodies of family and kin 
were kept above ground and in accessible locations.  These spirits were able to communicate 
through priests, who also spoke on behalf of the deities.  Following the European invasion of the 
Americas in 1532 and the spread of Christianity, all of these sacred practices were soon to be 
 
19 MacCormack, 103-104. 
 
20 Colin McEwan. “Ordering the Sacred and Recreating Cuzco” in The Archaeology of Wak’as: Explorations of the 









In all its magnificent beauty and staggering range of materials, styles, and forms, Andean 
colonial art is bewilderingly, perhaps almost overwhelmingly multifaceted to a modern 
viewer. Yet if one sees and understands this work from the numerous aesthetic positions 
that underly its creation, one can come to appreciate this diversity as something arising 
out of a complex history of cultural destruction and re-creation.22 
 
Francisco Pizarro and his conquistadors arrived in the Americas in 1532 and extracted, almost 
immediately, the wealth of the Inca Empire via a ransom payment to release the captured Inca 
King, Atahualpa.  Divine in the eyes of the Inca people, Atahualpa was then killed by the 
conquistadors soon after, leaving the Inca Empire devastated of its wealth.23  The Viceroyalty of 
Peru was now under Spanish control yet remained the site of near chaos for the ensuing forty 
years, with civil wars among the Spaniards and rebellions led by the Inca in Cuzco.  In fact, the 
stronghold of the Inca citizens in Cuzco at this moment held out until 1572.24  It was not until the 
late sixteenth century that the decades of turmoil, which created a significant interruption in 
cultural production, finally came to a close.  The Spanish began to implement an organized labor 
system in which native inhabitants were required to perform tasks at the service of the state, a 
system based off the earlier Andean method, or mita.  Eventually, communities were governed 
 
21 MacCormack, 103-104. It also should be noted here that the removal of all idolatry was not uniformly applied in 
every area of colonial Latin America. As Engel writes, “although many indigenous Andeans were subjected to 
extreme religious persecution, others were left to continue pre-conquest practices and to incorporate Catholic 
traditions as they saw fit in their local circumstances.” (Engel, 318.) 
 
22 Thomas Cummins, “Silver Threads and Golden Needles: the Inca, the Spanish, and Sacred Worlds of Humanity” 
in The Colonial Andes: Tapestries and Silverwork. 1530-1830, eds. Elena Phipps, Johanna Hecht, and Cristina 
Esteras Martín. (New York: The Metropolitan Museum of Art: 2004), 3. 
 
23 Cummins, 3.  
 
24 Edward J. Sullivan, “European painting and the art of the New World colonies” in Converging Cultures: Art &  




by noble indigenous leaders, who were better able to organize and control the mita system.  
These leaders, or curacas, claimed to be descended from an Inca king, and continued to be 
recognized as nobility by the Spanish monarchy following the conquest.25 
Sabine MacCormack writes that the functionality of this labor system, which was key to 
the stable establishment of the new power structure, was dependent on successful evangelization 
efforts.  Spanish missionaries learned a native language, or Quechua, in order to convey 
Christian truths to Andean people and to tell the Christian story, beginning with the Creation 
through the life of Christ, and finally, the Last Judgement, heaven, and hell.  Along with this 
story came subsidiary narratives about the lives of the saints, especially the Virgin Mary.  By 
accepting a new belief system, it was thought that the indigenous people were less likely to wish 
to return to former ways of being.  Evangelization was of course, first and foremost, an 
imperative mandate by the Holy Roman Emperor and King of Spain, Charles V (r. 1516–1556), 
who claimed sovereignty over the Americas, and later by his son, Philip II (r. 1556-1598) who 
succeeded the throne in 1556.26  Spanish missionaries, including Dominicans, Franciscans, 
Mercedarians, Augustinians, and Jesuits, saw both the dissolution and conversion of visual 
imagery tied to Andean religion as key to the successful spread of Christianity.27  Andean 
religious traditions, which date to a few millennia before the birth of Christ, contained many 
ideas that were in direct conflict with those of Christianity, which was monolithic.  While the 
narrative structure of Inca beliefs and Christianity had parallels, there were many more 
differences than similarities, and many Andean people were not willing to renounce their older 
 
25 Cummins, 3-4 (2004). 
 
26 MacCormack, 109. 
 




beliefs and observances.  “A person’s acts of worship and beliefs about the gods (and God) were 
inseparable from engagement with family, kin group, neighbors, and society at large,” writes 
MacCormack.28  It was nearly impossible to extricate ritual and belief from daily life, especially 
when the indigenous rituals were so connected to land and agriculture, and therefore, to 
livelihood.  For example, it was believed that ancestral huacas regulated the flow of water and 
were found in every field and household. Denouncing and destroying these sacred beings, as the 
Spanish did to no avail, brought great fear to many.  
Drinking culture or borrachera was another important ritual in Andean life and 
accompanied seasonal and agricultural festivals as well as social and political agreements. 
Missionaries specifically saw borrachera and Inca worship of huacas as morally corrupt.29  In 
order to take control, many groups of missionaries destroyed huacas along with the mummified 
bodies of ancestors that were previously kept so close to the living.  Land was confiscated and 
religious specialists silenced.  Idolatry was renounced, and the link between the dead and the 
living was cut, “hence,” MacCormack writes, “many of the myths and stories that had once been 
told about the ancestors and gods fell into oblivion.”30,31 
In order to replace these indigenous belief systems, missionaries used music, translated 
texts, and, of course, images and narrative paintings depicting stories of the bible to introduce 
Christianity and Christian saints to the indigenous people, such as this engraving by Herman 
Weymen that depicts the Resurrection (ca. 1626-50, figure 5), which was found among an album 
 
28 MacCormack, 101. 
 
29 A passage in the Doctrina Christiana, published in 1584, read: “‘Tis common to almost all the Indians to worship 
Guacas, Idols, gorges, rocks, or Boulders, hills, mountaintops, Springs, Fountains, and in short anything in nature 
that may seem remarkable and differentiated from the others. Likewise, ‘tis common to worship the sun, the moon, 
Stars, the Morning Star, and the Evening Star, whitecaps, and other stars…” (Siracusano, 139). 
 




of European prints in Mexico City.32  The incorporation of European visual culture into the New 
World was another form of laying claim to this vast territory.  The first Spanish colonists who 
arrived to the New World were eager to reproduce the culture of their homeland, and the fine arts 
produced during that early colonial period has strong European influence.33  In fact, the 
Europeans brought to the New World many paintings, prints, drawings and sculptures.  Seville, 
Spain and the city of Antwerp in Flanders, an area under Spanish control and the center for large-
scale production of prints and paintings, served as the main portals of trade with Spanish 
America, as did Italy and East Asia.  Religious imagery was in especially high demand as it was 
needed for instructional and devotional purposes.  Engravings and prints featuring Catholic 
imagery, such as the Weyman and those produced by the Plantin Press of Antwerp, the foremost 
producer of illustrated books and prints in the Catholic world, were widely acquired in 
New Spain, as were prints of religious paintings by Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640).34   
The workshops of Seville provided a major source of paintings that traveled to the 
Americas, including paintings by Francisco de Zurbarán (1598–1664) and Juan de Valdés Leal 
(1622-90).  The specific paintings produced by these artists that traveled to the New World have 
 
32 The album dates to the early nineteenth century and was assembled either by a private collector or by Mexico 
City’s Biblioteca Nacional de Antropologia e Historia. (Aaron Hyman, “Patterns of Colonial Transfer: An Album of 
Prints in Mexico City” Print Quarterly 34.4 (2017): 393-99.)) 
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not been identified.35  However, there are obvious similarities between the works of these great 
Spanish masters and the statue paintings under discussion in this thesis.  One particular Zurbarán 
painting, Virgen de la Merced con dos mercendarios (ca. 1635-1640, figure 6), provides a 
striking comparison.  In the Zurbarán, a centrally-placed Virgin with a conical form is depicted 
in an atmospheric setting evoking heaven, with swirls of colored clouds intertwined with the 
faces of angels.  She holds the Christ Child and is flanked by two cherubs on the upper left- and 
right-hand corners of the canvas, holding pink and white flowers that match those in the Virgin’s 
crown.  At her feet are the faces of two more cherubs, tucked into the foot of her voluminous 
white gown. Below her and flanking the lower left- and right-hand corners of the canvas are two 
men turned to the Virgin and pledging their devotion.  Perhaps they are portraits of the donors 
who commissioned the work, or ecclesiastical figures, as signified by their white robes. 
A version of the statue painting, Ascension of the Virgin (late eighteenth or early 
nineteenth century, figure 7) includes many similar elements.  The conical Virgin at the center is 
flanked by cherubs on the upper canvas, situated before a colorful, atmospheric setting in which 
clouds and the faces of angels appear.  A cherub-like face also appears at the Virgin’s foot, and 
again here she is flanked by two men, one of whom appears to be Jesus, the other possibly a 
donor portrait or member of the church. 
While it was common for works of art to traverse the Atlantic to serve as visual methods 
to indoctrinate the Andean people in the Christian faith, Spanish artists themselves also came to 
the Americas to train skilled indigenous artisans to reproduce European-style paintings in their 
workshops.36  In this apprenticeship, a special emphasis was placed on religious images, and the 
 
35 Jonathan Brown, “From Spanish to New Spanish Painting, 1550-1700” in Painting in Latin America, 1550-1820, 
eds. Jonathan Brown and Luisa Elena Alcalá (New Haven and London: Yale University Press: 2014), 104-106. 
 
36 Cummins, 5 (2004). 
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reproduction of Christian Saints in art produced throughout the Colonial Andes was integral in 
both justifying and elevating the Spanish presence in the Americas and in fashioning their divine 
mission.  The Brooklyn Museum’s Saint Catherine of Siena (ca. sixteenth-seventeenth century, 
figure 8), most likely created in Peru, depicts one of the most important female saints of the 
Dominican Order.  The image is closely related stylistically to European images of Saint 
Catherine, such as The Met’s fifteenth-century Madonna and Child with Saint Francis and 
Catherine of Siena (Figure 9), by the Sienese artist Matteo di Giovanni di Bartolo.  While the 
Madonna and Christ child take up the foreground of The Met’s work, Saint Catherine is seen to 
the sitter’s left, holding an emblematic lily and adorned with white drapery framing her face, just 
as she is in the Brooklyn work.  Most notably, however, are the faces of the three female figures 
in both works, which are nearly identical in stylistic treatment.  Heavy-lidded eyes are framed by 
arched eyebrows that, in both versions, appear almost as one continuous curve that then form 





It is likely that prints of statue paintings traveled to the Americas from Europe, as will be 
discussed later in this chapter.  The proliferation of statue paintings in the Americas was situated, 
at least at first, in the city of Cuzco, which is the namesake of the Cuzco school that is 
synonymous with these works, as discussed below.  During the late colonial period, the city of 
Cuzco was a glittering metropolis nestled high in the Andes and bustling with a diverse and 
growing population.  It had a flowering cultural scene, bolstered by local patrons of the arts as 
well as the central role that objects and images played in materializing the region’s new Catholic 
identity.  Artists represented a diverse group of Spanish, mestizo, and indigenous people, and 
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much of the art that was produced reflected a blend of European and Andean iconographies and 
styles.  A study of late colonial Cuzco and its complicated history provides insight into the 
conditions that bred this important cultural moment and the exquisite statue paintings that are the 
subject of this study. 
In the mid-seventeenth century, and following many years of invasion and conquest, 
indigenous Andean people started taking part in the new religious and ceremonial life of the 
colonialists.  Their integration into society was particularly the case in Cuzco, where Inca 
descendants began to intermarry with the Creoles and wield a certain degree of power.  The 
intensive evangelization efforts that clouded the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries 
began to wane. 
Missionaries felt as though there was an indestructible, fundamental barrier to their 
efforts, due in part because Christian beliefs and the idea that these Christian advocations lived in 
heaven was an intangible concept, and therefore, somewhat open to interpretation.  Andean 
people “could see no difference between the huacas and the statues of saints.  In effect, they 
considered these statues to be the huacas of Spaniards,” writes MacCormack.37  Statues of saints 
were paraded through towns during festivals in which all residents—Spanish, mestizo, and 
Andean—took part (Figure 10).  The saints were venerated alongside bishops, viceroys, and 
governors, making the real and the supernatural one in the same.  As MacCormack writes, “ritual 
transformed their painted and sculpted representations into real presences in the here and now.”38 
These rituals in which objects were deemed sacred had great resonance with Andean beliefs.  As 
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is elaborated on in Chapter 2, the statue painting of Our Lady of Cocharcas demonstrates how 
this practice manifested on the local level. 
The physical and spiritual presence of indigenous elements into the architecture of the 
city was also notable.  As the former capital of the Inca empire, Cuzco met colonization and 
evangelization with more resistance than the other colonies.39  Prior to the conquest, Cuzco was a 
vibrant city complete with rich Inca architecture and a magnificent dual plaza for ceremonial use, 
which was also deemed sacred.  Following the conquest, many of the materials and original Inca 
structures, such as the Coricancha, the most sacred temple of the Inca, were reused and 
repurposed by the Spanish to create Christian religious buildings and imprints.  The reuse of 
these structures resulted in the omnipresence of pre-conquest Cuzco, still visible in the Christian 
buildings.  As Tom Cummins states, “the visible and tangible embodiment of Cuzco’s 
precolonial past served to complicate any Spanish attempt to send the native population an 
unambiguous message of European domination.”40  Stones from old monuments were used for 
new structures and foundations and walls were reassigned.  Sacred sand, which had previously 
filled the plaza and thus deemed it holy, was used in walls and foundations.  According to 
Andean logic, the repurposing of the sand did not remove the sacrality from the material—or 
huaca—instead, it carried with it and into the Christian structures its Andean sacred essence.41 
The inefficient and, in some cases, impossible destruction of these sacred huacas proved to be a 
barrier for the Spanish evangelization efforts, a problem that recurred throughout the colonial 
period. 
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By the late seventeenth century, Cuzco had become an artistic hotbed, and was the main 
site of production for statue paintings.42  Bishop Manuel de Mollinedo y Angulo (1673-99) 
sought to replicate seventeenth-century European art under his diocese with the aim of creating a 
religiously devout cultural landscape.43  In fact, Cuzco experienced an artistic renaissance of 
sorts under Mollinedo’s leadership following the 1650 earthquake, which destroyed many major 
structures in the city that then needed to be rebuilt.  Mollinedo led a program to redecorate many 
of these churches with locally made objects, which resulted in an artistic flowering.44  The higher 
demand for art at that moment led to the development of what is now referred to as the Cuzco 
School, which was formed in the late seventeenth century by indigenous artists who separated 
from the town’s main artistic guild in 1688 following a dispute with Spaniards.45 While for many 
years indigenous artists were subject to European standards, later painters had more freedom, 
and could manipulate European models to fit the interests of their local constituencies.46  In fact, 
the native artists eventually far outnumbered those of Spanish descent.47  The art produced 
within the auspices of the Cuzco School catered to an indigenous and mestizo client base, and 
was characterized by the use of bright colors, flattened forms, indigenous symbols, gold leaf, and 
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brocateado,  a term that describes the creation of a brocaded or embroidered effect, brushed or 
stamped onto a canvas in gold paint to create repeating patterns and designs.  This technique had 
a visual effect that recalls textiles and ceramics of pre-Columbian cultures in the northern 
Andes.48  The Denver Art Museum’s Virgin of the Victory of Málaga (ca. late seventeenth or 
eighteenth century, figure 11) presents a great example of this extraordinary brocateado 
patterning.  Often the works were produced in assembly-line fashion, with many different artists 
contributing to one work—some specializing in hands, others in faces, and so on.49  These 
paintings were disseminated across the viceroyalties. Ananda Cohen-Suarez writes that: 
The Cusco school exerted a tremendous impact on the southern Andean region over the 
course of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Its resonance as a visual language that 
directly responded to the tastes and desires of Cusco’s indigenous, mestizo, and creole 
patrons cannot be understated. The Cusco School aesthetic drew from a wealth of artistic 
cues, including European styles and iconography, local indigenous cultural symbols, and 
even textile patterns derived from East Asia in the depiction of clothing that coalesced 
into a rich, hybrid visual language.50 
 
The majority of artists’ names of the Cuzco School are lost, which is due in part to the 
collaborative nature of the work, and, as will be elaborated on below, due to the divine presence 
seen as crucial to the creation of many of these religious paintings, rendering its human creator 
unimportant.51  The names of a few of the artists from the period do exist, however, such as 
Diego Quispe Tito, who was one of the most important figures of the Cuzco School, and 
championed what Barbara Duncan refers to as the “Andean Baroque.”52  Duncan writes that 
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Tito’s work “was the fountainhead from which sprang the exuberant spirit typical of the Andean 
Baroque style in Cuzco painting.”53  One can see this exemplified in Quispe Tito’s Franciscan 
Virgin of the Immaculate Conception (ca. 1650, figure 12), in which an elegant and richly 
dressed Virgin is depicted in the center of a brightly colored canvas lush with decorative and 
iconographical detail that represents her purity, as well as local elements such as flowers and 
instruments.  Quispe Tito and his followers viewed the Virgin as a heavenly mother and 
emphasized her queenly attributes by depicting her richly adorned and surrounded by a 
proliferation of angels and heavenly bodies.54 
The artistic revival in the late colonial period in Cuzco was also described by Francisco 
Stasny as an “Inca renaissance,” with artistic production that included “luxurious garments, ritual 
crowns, queros, painted genealogies of the mythical Incas, portraits of curacas, tapestries bearing 
dynastic coats of arms, theatrical representations, songs and dances.”55  Stasny points out that 
there were other catalysts to the “Inca renaissance” as well.  During Colonial times, Cuzco 
existed in many ways as a counterpart to Lima, the colonial capital, located on the Pacific and 
therefore the direct portal to Europe.  Lima and Cuzco had a competitive rivalry that propelled 
each region’s creative output.  While in Lima, imported European art influenced artistic 
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It was in this environment and artistic hotbed that statue paintings proliferated, 
specifically under the auspices of the Cuzco School.  While these works remained rooted in 
Christian subject matter, they had a significant local influence.  Maya Stanfield-Mazzi ascertains 
that it was this unique blend of the local and the imported Christian imagery that was critical to 
the continued spread of Christianity in the region.57  The visual, thus, played an essential role in 
the dissemination of Catholic ideas and Spanish power—a role that became all the more effective 
with the incorporation of the indigenous context. 
One specific example of how this appropriation manifested in visual arts lies in the story 
of “Our Lady of the Rosary of Pomata,” a popular cult image during the colonial period and the 
subject of many statue paintings.  Many of the Christian saints were localized by the native 
people, such as a statue of the Virgin Mary known as Our Lady of the Rosary of Pomata, which 
was located in the town of Pomata, near Lake Titicaca in southern Peru.  The statue of the Virgin 
had likely been brought to the area by a Dominican friar.  It became famous after the physical 
statue was thought to have worked miracles, and soon, the town of Pomata became the site of 
native pilgrimages, attracting many who wanted to see and experience first-hand the object’s 
supposed magic. The statue became a symbol for the local Andean community that embraced 
her.  Paintings of this statue were created in an attempt to share more widely this sacred image, 
and emphasized the object’s Andean identity through the incorporation of feathers, an element 
that held great ritual importance for the Inca and was worn by nobles. In fact, the use of feathers 
was forbidden by those who did not receive them from the Inca.58 Feathers were also an 
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important medium used by indigenous artists in the creation of feather painting (see figure 13).59  
As Dean writes, “this same image clearly met the needs of both Spaniards, who celebrated her as 
a divine sanction for their proselytizing efforts, and the native residents of Pomata, for whom the 
image was a source of pride and comfort as well as revenue.”60  Stanfield-Mazzi argues that it 
was this cultural and religious blending, as manifested in visual art, that allowed Christian ideas 
to spread more rapidly.  Taken together, both Dean and Stanfield-Mazzi underscore how a new 
visual identity emerged in colonial Latin America. This new visual identity is exemplified in the 
statue paintings produced during the period. 
 
Origins of Statue Paintings 
 
 
The statue paintings that emerged in the Andes in the late colonial period contain layers 
of social, political, and religious histories.  These histories are both apparent in the subject matter 
of the works and iconographical elements incorporated within, but also in the media used, such 
as the local materials including gold and special pigments used by indigenous people to create 
the works.  By taking all these elements into account, one can come to a new appreciation and 
understanding of statue paintings, and the role of the visual in creating a new colonial Andean 
identity. 
Stanfield-Mazzi argues that the envisioning of Christianity in the Andes—which was 
integral to the Spanish conquest—was a blend of local artistic traditions and materials with 
accepted European styles, and the multilayered and unique artistic tradition that emerged further 
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influenced the spread of Christianity in the region.  Sculpture was a particularly effective 
devotional art form in this period, and, in particular, sculptures of the Virgin. 
The history of Marian devotion in Latin America is complex. The popularity of Marian 
devotion, which became dominant in the eighteenth century, could be due to the fact that the 
local cult images were the only objects of devotion available— for example, churches did not 
hold the same kinds of powerful relic collections that Europe did. These Marian cults were, then, 
often ascribed miracle-working powers in part to substitute the traditional role played by relics.61  
For example, the presence of Christian apparitions in the visual arts was thought to aid 
miraculously the Spanish conquest. Legends of miracles or saintly visitations were tied to 
moments of Spanish success, and these moments were further documented in art.62 
Carol Damian ascertains that the proliferation of the Virgin in Colonial religious imagery 
is due to both the fervent devotion to the Virgin Mary in fifteenth and sixteenth century Spain 
and to the resonance of the Virgin with the Andean deity, Pachamama.  The indigenous belief 
and devotion to this Earth Mother deity, who was identified with the earth and worshipped as 
protector of crops and giver of life—was transferred to the Virgin following the conquest. “The 
Virgin became the syncretic union of ancient Andean concepts of feminine worship and concepts 
from Spanish Catholicism,” Damian writes.63 
Three-dimensional statues—or bultos—of the Virgin were among the most powerful 
devotional tools. They were often made complete with wigs of human hair, adorned with rich 
textiles and jewels, festooned with candles and flowers at their respective altars, and enlivened 
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through participation in processions and festivals outdoors, a topic I elaborate on in Chapter 2. 
As embodiments of divine beings—most often the Virgin or Christ—the effect of statues on the 
evangelization of the Colonial Andes was particularly powerful and was made even more so 
when the statues were ascribed miracle-working powers.  They were not only representations of 
the divine on earth, but also advocations with the ability to effect change positively.64  Miracles 
performed by divine Christian advocations were identified early on in the years following the 
invasion of the Americas.  They were thought to have aided in the Spanish in their conquest, 
save villages and towns from earthquake damage, and protect from disease, and were welcomed 
by the Europeans as evidence of success in their evangelization efforts.65  They were thought to 
be able to resuscitate the dead and even perform menial tasks, such as lighting lamps, by both 
Spanish and indigenous people alike.66 
Both locally made and imported paintings and sculptures formed the cults’ visual and 
tangible presence.  This study, of course, focuses on the paintings. One specific example of how 
these Spanish American cults developed on a local level can be seen in the story of the Virgin of 
Copacabana, one of the oldest documented cults from the region. The Virgin of Copacabana on 
Lake Titicaca was created in the second half of the sixteenth century by an indigenous artist of 
noble descent, Francisco Tito Yupanqui after the townspeople of the area decided to establish a 
confraternity in their local church dedicated to a Virgin in order to protect them from severe 
weather.  Tito Yupanqui faced great challenges in his attempt to create the sculpture, the first of 
which was rejected by the local priest.  He then traveled to Potosí where he was given artistic 
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training—presumably European— and following, began his second attempt at the work.67  It is 
told that his creative process was interjected by divine intervention throughout—fixing itself 
after he made a mistake, for example—and the sculpture was eventually accepted by the church 
and praised by the community.68  The sculpture still exists today in Bolivia.  At its completion, 
the sculpture was no longer seen to be of the artist’s hand, but one that must be attributable to 
higher powers.69 
Over the course of the seventeenth and early-eighteenth centuries, paintings of these 
miracle-working statues became one of the most popular art forms in the Viceroyalty of Peru.70  
Paintings were more economical than sculptures, could travel more easily, and, with their fixed 
nature could make permanent the specific costume, jewelry, or setting in which a statue was 
placed.  As these accoutrements were normally ephemeral and varied constantly, statue paintings 
had the ability to crystallize their appearance in a certain time and place.  These aspects were 
painted with great care, underscoring their significance, as one can see in the detail of The Met’s 
Our Lady of Guápulo (eighteenth century, figure 13).71  In addition, paintings of the statues 
could represent cult images but also the experience of being before the cult image in a way 
statues themselves could not.  As Luisa Alcalá writes, “these paintings often depict the cult 
image as if they are alive, with a great sense of motion and expression, even radiating colored 
 
67 Potosí, located in present-day southern Bolivia, became a large and wealthy city following the discovery of an 
incredibly vast and profitable silver mine in 1545. With a population of 160,000 by 1600, it became a major center 
for commerce during the colonial period (Cummins, 3-4 (2004)).  
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light.”72  The statue paintings, in a sense, were infused with a magical essence—that being the 
ability to perform miracles. In theory, the paintings made that ability both visible and portable. 
Statue paintings are often strictly symmetrical and highly decorative, brilliantly colored, 
and feature abundant use of gold leaf or brocateado.  Statue paintings often contain elaborate 
decorative elements, many that contained iconographical meaning, such as flowers, candles, 
jewels, crowns, and nature motifs such as birds and feathers.  Our Lady of Pomata in the 
Brooklyn Museum, New York (1675, figure 14), is a stunning statue painting that includes a 
sumptuous decorative and iconographical program and demonstrates the richness seen in these 
works, considered by scholars as emblematic of colonial Andean art.  Statue paintings, such as 
Our Lady of Pomata, often lack pictorial depth, a stylistic choice perhaps deriving from the flat, 
abstract patterns so prominent in pre-Columbian Andean art.73  Or, taken one step further, 
William Conkin argues that two-dimensionality has roots in the depictions of supernatural beings 
in both ancient Andean and European times.  In the Lake Titicaca region, for example, Tiwanaku 
art (400-1100 CE) depicted supernatural beings in two dimensions, while humans were depicted 
in three dimensions.  In Ancient Greece and Rome, it was believed that three-dimensional idols 
emitted two-dimensional simulacra.  When seen through this lens, one might argue that the statue 
paintings were seen as being even more otherworldly than the three-dimensional statues on 
which they were based.74  In this way, the statue paintings can be seen as all the more powerful 
than the statues themselves. 
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I would argue, in addition to this explanation, the prominence of statue paintings in late 
colonial Peru is also due in part to the power ascribed to the physical statues.  The paintings of 
the statues were a more portable and economical version of the real thing, with the ability to 
disseminate beliefs and ideas—and possibly miracles—throughout the viceroyalty. While these 
religious statues were meant to represent divine Christian beings that existed in heaven, their 
physicality made their presence in the world more powerful than images of the divine beings—it 
was the statues themselves, for example, that were seen to have miracle-working powers.  It was 
the official position of the church that the divine beings worked through the statues, but only 
certain statues were seen as conduits.  In fact, Stanfield-Mazzi points out that the dates of 
miracles correspond to demand for paintings of particular statues.75  Therefore, images of the 
statues were perhaps the next best thing to the statue itself.76 
Statue paintings, or paintings of statues, are conceptually somewhat ironic.  Religious 
statues are meant to represent divine beings in heaven, much in the same way that two- 
dimensional religious paintings are representations of these divine beings.  Therefore, what is the 
purpose of a two-dimensional painting of a three-dimensional statue?  While statue paintings do 
have precedents in Europe, their prominence in the Colonial Andes could have something to do 
with their ability to resonate with pre-Columbian belief systems.  For thousands of years, the 
Andean people pledged devotion to sacred physical objects, such as huacas and idols, many of 
which were found in nature and had material presence—and not to immaterial ideas of 
otherworldly beings.  Following the destruction of the vast majority of huacas and idols during 
evangelization—it was only the large, immovable boulders that were unable to be destroyed— 
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perhaps the most familiar replacements were tangible objects of devotion, such as statues as 
opposed to paintings of the saints, for example.  The indigenous artist worked within this 
framework.  As Dean writes, the native Andean image maker “did not create an image that was 
meant to represent or symbolize a religious idea. The object he created for veneration was the 
deity or one of its many manifestations.”77  The proliferation of statue paintings serves as 
evidence for this point, demonstrating that paintings of a physical statue were more powerful 
devotional tools than paintings of the Virgin in heaven, such as the Zurbarán image discussed 
earlier.  The cults that formed around the statues mimic the cults that Andean people formed 
around the different indigenous deities, to which pilgrimages were taken and rituals performed. 
Paintings of these sacred objects then, were all the more powerful than paintings of the divinities 
in heaven.  They provided a reenactment of the actual rituals and performances centered around 
devotional practices of the Andean people in the colonial period.  
While paintings of cult images are commonly associated with Latin American colonial 
art, statue paintings did appear in Spain and in other parts of Europe in the late sixteenth century. 
These Spanish precedents were largely ignored by historians of Spanish art, and therefore, their 
contemporary prominence and popularity is unknown.78  They were also reproduced as prints, 
and may have been among the thousands of engravings that likely arrived in Peru starting in the 
early seventeenth century. Entire books depicting images of the Virgin began circulating in the 
mid-seventeenth century such as the illustrated Atlas Marianus (Ingolstadt, 1569) by Wilhelm 
von Gumppenberg. The Atlas contains images of Virgins from across Europe, each uniquely 
adorned in their respective vestments and depicted in a conical form that is very similar to the 
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shape of the Virgins in Latin American statue paintings (1659, figure 15).79  This point is raised 
by Stanfield-Mazzi, and is notable because many earlier scholars saw the conical form as an 
Andean attribute.  The mountain-like shape of the vestment was thought to have been 
representative of the earth mother, or Pachamama.80  While one cannot ignore the similarities 
between the Atlas Marianus Virgins with the statue paintings of discussion, another image 
argues the alternative point of view.  In a painting titled Virgin of the Mountain (ca. 1766, figure 
16) a central Virgin surrounded by devotional figures emerges from a mountain, its conical shape 
reminiscent of the forms of the Virgin in statue paintings. In this work, the Virgin and the earth 
are one and the same and visually represent the convergence of the earth mother deity, 
Pachamama, with the Catholic Virgin Mary. 
One additional European influence that is important to note for this particular study is 
that of the Spanish Hieronymite friar, Diego de Ocaña, who visited South America in the 
seventeenth century in an effort to collect alms for Our Lady of Guadalupe, a statue located in 
Extremadura, Spain. Ocaña left behind a detailed travelogue.  He aimed to distribute images of 
the Virgin as widely as possible, bringing with him at least one painting of the statue and 
creating duplicates across the viceroyalty.  These images do not survive today, and earlier 
versions of European statue paintings likely existed in colonial Latin America.  However, Ocaña 
is notable because he disseminated these images so broadly, which may have resulted in the 
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inspiration to create images of the statues of other venerated Virgins in the area, such as 
Copacabana and Pomata.  The continuation of the statue painting genre was focused on these and 
other local advocations by the end of the seventeenth century.81 
The Andean influence on statue paintings is also present.  While painting was not 
considered a popular or even existent art form during the pre-Columbian era in which textile and 
decorative arts thrived, there are layers in these paintings that can be dissected and ascribed to 
Andean belief systems.  For example, and as discussed earlier, the feathers that adorn Our Lady 
of Pomata have pre-Hispanic origins, as does the flatness of the image, which recalls the abstract 
patterns so prominent in Andean textile art.82 
Gabriela Siracusano takes this notion one step further in her argument that the emergence 
of the sacred can be found in the use of specific pigments in these works.  Siracusano’s theory 
stems from the idea that the materiality of the pigments that made the paint colors were tied to 
divine powers and to idolatry.  The following passage in the Instruction against the Ceremonies 
and Rites used by the Indians according to the Age of their Infidelity—a publication created in 
1584 to aid evangelizers in their quest—reveals a contemporary account of this practice, as 
witnessed by the Europeans: 
The same they do in the Mines they call Coya, that they do worship and revere the metals 
they call, Corpa, they do worship them kissing them and performing different ceremonies 
to them. Also Gold in nuggets, or granulated Gold, and silver, or the huayras where the 
silver is smelted. Item the metal called Soroche. And Quicksilver: and Quicksilver 
Vermillion that they call, Yehma, or Limpi, is highly prized by sundry superstitions.83 
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Other contemporary accounts reveal that colored powders were used as offerings and in ritual 
ceremonies.  In fact, many of these pigments, deriving from nature—mountains and mines—are 
thought to have been extricated from huacas themselves, an idea that underscores the 
sacred nature of statue paintings and further demonstrates the way in which these Catholic 
images proliferated throughout colonial America and became colonial Andean divinities in their 
own right.  The idea that a portrait of a statue became a prolific art form during the colonial 






Stanfield-Mazzi concludes that statue paintings, “linked tangible, three-dimensional objects to 
more ephemeral and transcendental apparitions of the Christian divine, thus creating a religion 
that was both immediate and sufficiently remote as to establish its otherworldliness.”84 These 
portraits of statues are powerfully connected to Inca belief systems, as this investigation reveals, 
and were integral in the continued spread of Christianity in the region.  As statues of the Virgin 
were seen through indigenous eyes as the huacas of the Spanish, over time they became the focus 
of devotion, ritual, and prayer, warranting the proliferation of painted images of the objects and 
forming an integral part of the religious landscape in the late colonial Andes.  A closer look at 
Our Lady of Cocharcas in Chapter 2, the history of its cult, and iconographical program that 
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CHAPTER 2: THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART’S  
OUR LADY OF COCHARCAS 
 
The complex visual language that emerged in the colonial Andes was driven by a blend 
of artistic traditions, both European and indigenous; the hybridity of beliefs; and the role that the 
visual arts played in the spreading of Christianity throughout the region.  Statue paintings were 
among the most popular artistic genres during the late colonial period, and many visually 
represent the convergence of European and Andean religion and culture.85  While these ideas are 
discussed more broadly in the previous chapter, the following highlights one particular statue 
painting, Our Lady of Cocharcas (1759, figure 1), which is in The Met’s collection. 
The Met’s Our Lady of Cocharcas is in fact one of several known paintings of the 
sculpture of the colonial Andean advocation of the Virgin Mary that bear the same title.  The 
large-scale images of the sculpture, painted by indigenous or mestizo artists in the eighteenth 
century, all include the same distinctive composition.  In each work the central, enlarged icon of 
the Virgin is placed on a processional baldachin, with diminutive, vignette scenes of ritual and 
pilgrimage taking place in the mountainous landscape.  Depicted in the upper right-hand corner 
of each work is an image of the Temple devoted to Our Lady of Cocharcas, which was 
constructed to honor the advocation in the eighteenth century and still stands today.86 
The paintings of Our Lady of Cocharcas are particularly unique among the statue 
painting genre in that they include these scenes of pilgrimage and procession.  The incorporation 
of such elements into the very portrait of the statue underscores the importance of these rituals in 
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the Cocharcas region during the late colonial period.  The pilgrimage scenes, in particular, 
visually reveal the construction of a new Andean Catholic community, with many diverse 
members of the region taking part.  With roots in the pre-colonial Andes, the continuation of 
pilgrimage represents the transculturation that took place following the conquest and the 
transformation of the Catholic Virgin Mary into a unique colonial Andean Divinity.  In addition, 
by depicting the advocation not on the altar but within her processional equipage, themes of 
movement and pilgrimage are further underscored: procession can be seen as a type of 
pilgrimage in that it provides the opportunity for the image to bless all of the places it passes 
while in movement.87  Taken together, the incorporation of pilgrimage and procession into the 
statue paintings of Our Lady of Cocharcas emphasize the connection between ritualistic physical 
activations and devotion to this regional divinity, which ultimately united the Cocharcas 
community and demonstrates the complexity of religious visual art produced in the late colonial 
period. 
To introduce the discussion, this chapter begins with a background and visual analysis of 
The Met’s Our Lady of Cocharcas.  For the purpose of clarity, when Our Lady of Cocharcas is 
referenced throughout this study, the reader should assume that the reference is to the painting in 
The Met collection, unless noted otherwise.  The chapter then shifts to a discussion of the 
representation of pilgrimage in this painting and the tradition of pilgrimage in both the Americas 
and Europe, followed by the origin story of the Cocharcas advocation.  The next section details 
issues of authorship in the colonial Americas, followed by a review of the rich iconography 
represented in the painting with special emphasis on the element of procession and its Spanish 
origins. Finally, the chapter explores the ritualistic acts of pilgrimage and procession within the 
context of transculturation in the Cocharcas region and how the movement of bodies in both 
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physical acts functioned as unifying forces.  Ultimately, this chapter serves to reveal the power 
of the visual and performative ritual in constructing colonial Andean identity and situating these 
forces within the genre of colonial Andean statue painting. These themes, as they are depicted 
and performed, point to the appropriation of Catholic traditions and beliefs into the active 
practices of the Andean people. 
 
Our Lady of Cocharcas at The Met 
 
 
In 2018 and 2019, The Met acquired a superb group of works from the colonial 
Americas, exponentially increasing its collection of paintings from this period from one to ten.  
The new paintings, which are being exhibited in the Museum’s American Wing, are all in need 
of conservation, and The Met has embarked on a multi-year project to treat the canvases and 
document this progress in the galleries and online, both in English and Spanish.  The 
conservation work will give the Museum the opportunity to study these paintings more in-depth 
and then publish these findings, breathing new life into this growing area of the collection and 
introducing the public—many for the first time—to these extraordinary works of art and their 
multilayered histories.  The addition of these works to the American Wing marks somewhat of a 
departure for this part of the Museum, which has traditionally showcased American art in the 
European tradition and has only recently started exhibiting indigenous art of the Americas, 
redefining these galleries to incorporate visual culture that was previously overlooked or placed 
in other parts of the Museum with a marginalizing effect.  The acquisition of these paintings and 
the highly-publicized conservation project that will follow are indicative of the transformation of 
the Museum’s collection from a Euro-centric perspective to a global view of the art and culture 
of world history.  This shift toward a more global perspective aligns with the framework of this 
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study, in which colonial art of Peru is not only seen as a derivative extension of Europe, but also 
as its own, unique school with both European and indigenous influences that are layered and 
comingled. 
The Met’s iteration of Cocharcas is an extraordinary version of this painted advocation.88  
The painting is loosely symmetrical and brightly colored, with prominent use of brocateado, a 
gilding of the surface with gold and a common practice in Cuzqueño religious painting.  The 
gold is mostly confined to the dress and adornments of the Virgin.89  The processional statue of 
the Virgin, holding the Christ Child in her right arm is prominently located in the center of the 
canvas, and is unmistakably the subject of this painting.  She is dressed in an elaborate, 
triangular robe, as is typical of statue paintings of the period, and is mounted on a peana, or 
metal stand designed to hold the statue, which is then placed atop a processional altar, from 
which four poles emerge and support a baldachin, or cloth canopy.  A cherub floats on each side 
of the canopy holding a white banner bearing an inscription that frames the baldachin.  Every 
part of this contraption is richly decorative, with ribbons and bows, silver bells, lace, flowers, 
and elaborate embroidery adorning nearly every square inch.90  Behind these elements lies a rich 
iconographical program. 
The central figure, with its detailed dress, triangular form, and opulent adornments, is 
typical of many statue paintings of the period.  For example, the versions of Our Lady of Pomata 
discussed in Chapter 1 (figures 2 and 14) feature similar compositions, color, and detail. 
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However, neither of these works includes the detailed narrative scenes and specific geographical 
detail beneath and behind the Virgin, which are unique to images of the statue of Our Lady of 
Cocharcas, and grounds this painting and the advocation in the local.  Just as the actual statue of 
Our Lady of Cocharcas lives in a mountainous region, the background of the canvas is divided 
into two steep mountaintops, with the altar nestled in between and amongst a winding river with 
steep riverbanks.  In fact, an account of the geography of the region titled Geografía del Peru 
Virreinal (Siglo XVIII),  compiled by Cosme Bueno between 1764 and 1778 confirms that this 
river is in fact the Pampas, which winds through the Cocharcas village.91  Scattered among this 
craggy landscape are colorful vignettes of men, women, and clergy engaged in different 
activities.  In the meandering paths on the pictorial right of the painting are figures carrying 
bundles on their backs, holding cross-shaped staffs in their hands, seemingly embarking on their 
annual pilgrimage to the statue.92  In fact the Brooklyn Museum’s version of Our Lady of 
Cocharcas (1765, figure 17) features a more prominent pilgrimage scene, with many more 
figures traversing the landscape (figure 18). 
Pilgrimage was an important ritual in the Americas that took place well before the 
conquest, originating in the Andes between 1000 and 500 BCE.93  It continued to serve as a 
significant part of devotional life post-conquest and, as Emily Engel writes, was “deeply 
integrated into late- colonial socio-religious consciousness.”94  The practice of pilgrimage is not 
unique to the Americas nor Catholicism, however, and has united religious bodies the world 
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over.  This practice was widespread in Spain during the Middle Ages, for example, when 
Santiago de Compostela became a popular pilgrimage site for Christians.  The inclusion of bi-
cultural pilgrimage scenes in the statue paintings of Our Lady of Cocharcas illustrates the 
incorporation of these Spanish ritual traditions with those of the indigenous Andean people, 
together forming a collective identity and underscoring the importance of this ritual and its 
connection to devotional practice.95 
While The Met’s vignettes are much less populated than the Brooklyn’s, the figures in 
The Met’s are more prominent and larger in scale in relation to the Virgin in the center.  While 
Brooklyn’s canvas is a bit larger than The Met’s (78 ¼ by 56 ½ inches, compared to The Met’s 
60 5/6 by 44 1/8 inches), the figures in The Met’s are clearer, with the scenes they form easier to 
identify.  In the foreground, just before the altar, stand a group of eighteen figures before the 
Pampas, and approximately twelve additional figures are submerged in a rapid current, some 
with arms raised in what is perhaps a call for help.  The river draws the eye up the pictorial left 
side of the canvas, in which the valley continues and is dotted with trees, a small grouping of 
houses, and five more figures and a donkey.  The right side follows a similar path up the side of 
the canvas, dotted with at least ten figures to a central area that surrounds a church and 
churchyard, several ecclesiastical figures, and more houses and tents. 
Legend has it that the cult of Cocharcas originated in 1598 with a twenty-three-year-old 
native of the village of San Pedro de Cocharcas named Sebastián Quimichi.96  After an injury to 
his wrist, Quimichi left his home for the city of Cuzco, feeling as though he was no longer any 
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use to his family and their agricultural work.97  While in Cuzco, he learned of the story of Our 
Lady of Copacabana (discussed in Chapter 1), and the miracles she performed in the Lake 
Titicaca region.  Quimichi undertook a pilgrimage to Copacabana and his wrist was miraculously 
healed along his journey.  He was then determined to return to his village with a copy of the 
advocation, where he could establish a cult.  He raised funds in neighboring cities and returned to 
Copacabana where he was able to purchase a copy of the original statue, which was thought to 
have been sculpted by the same artist, Tito Yupanqui.  Back in Cocharcas, he constructed a 
chapel for the image, and the cult of Our Lady of Cocharcas grew.  Because of the mountainous 
region surrounding Cocharcas, its feast day was changed from the February rainy season to 
September eighth in an effort to ease the journey for travelers.98 
Paintings of the statue followed the development of the cult and creation of the chapel in 
1683, which allowed for those unable to travel to Cocharcas the ability to pledge devotion to the 
sacred image from afar.  The Met’s work, and all of the eighteenth-century paintings of Our 
Lady of Cocharcas, were likely created by artists of indigenous and/or mestizo backgrounds.99  
In fact, over seventy-five percent of artists working in Cuzco by the seventeenth century were of 
Andean descent.  The artist’s name for the vast majority of the works is unknown.  In fact, the 
material history of religious images in Spanish America, such as the role of the artists and the 
workshops that produced large numbers of paintings, has been largely understudied.  Official 
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chronicles of miraculous images, such as the statue paintings, contain information on the cults 
and patrons of miracles, but less about the art and individual artists behind them.  The absence of 
the artists’ names in these official documents may have been due to the fact that any emphasis on 
the material and human elements associated with an image’s history could potentially diminish 
its miracle-working powers.  These miraculous images were situated within a hierarchy, with 
those at the top having been created through divine intervention, as discussed in Chapter 1 with 
regard to Our Lady of Copacabana.  The miraculous origin story was consistently favored over 





Like many statue paintings, Our Lady of Cocharcas features a rich iconographical 
program, both within the central image and throughout the background, which warrants analysis 
and interpretation.  Ultimately, this iconography illustrates how visual art served as a vehicle for 
expressing belief and identity in late colonial Peru.  Further, as Engel writes, a careful reading of 
the work’s iconography “reveals how profoundly the Virgin Mary was transformed into a Latin 
American, post-conquest, supernatural figure embedded in the ritual of pilgrimage.”101  By 
digging deeper and analyzing the roles of the many figures contained within, the symbols on 
display, and the painting’s architectural elements, the entire scene unfolds into a vibrant period 
piece that traces these nuanced histories impacted by empire and cultural contact. 
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Our Lady of Cocharcas is a Candlemas advocation, having stemmed from the Virgin of 
the Candlestick, an advocation of European origin that represents the Madonna undergoing 
purification following childbirth.  Candelarias most often depict Mary holding in her right hand a 
bent candlestick and in her left and a basket with an offering of doves, as can be seen in Virgin of 
the Candlestick in the Fundación Osma, Lima (ca. 1760, figure 19).  This typical representation 
can also be seen in Brooklyn’s Cocharcas, in which an extra-large, bent candlestick appears to 
emerge from the Virgin’s bouquet of flowers.  Curiously, The Met’s Cocharcas does not carry a 
candlestick, but she does hold a small bouquet of red and white flowers.  The bouquet is crafted 
with twelve flowers in total, nine of which are set into three triangular arrangements: three small 
white flowers, possibly the Peruvian lily, form the top; three red flowers form the middle and 
three red and white flowers the bottom.  These arrangements of three are likely symbolic of the 
Trinity.102 
The temple located in the upper right-hand corner of the canvas is perhaps the most 
prominent pictorial element after the Virgin and her processional vehicle.  This building is the 
church that was built in honor of the advocation and appears on every version of the Cocharcas 
statue paintings, complete with a walled churchyard, fountain, and bustling clergy who surround 
it. Identifiable by their black liturgical vestments, these figures are Jesuit friars.103  A Jesuit 
settlement existed in the region and was responsible for the evangelization of the community’s 
population.  The Jesuits played an integral part of the proliferation of the cult of Cocharcas in the 
region and of the Christianization of Spain’s colonies in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
As they were highly attuned to the way in which visual images functioned among their 
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congregations, the Jesuits often used works of art in their evangelization efforts.  With the 
inclusion of Jesuit friars, the Cocharcas paintings as a genre reveal that the Jesuit settlement was 
active in the Cocharcas region until the mid-eighteenth century.104 
The church is identifiable by its twin towers, barrel vaulted roof, and large atrium.105 
Richard Kagan writes that the presence of the church in these paintings represents the area of 
Cocharcas as a “sacred community whose devotion to and support for the Virgin had offered it a 
revered spot on the spiritual map of colonial Peru.”106  In other words, these paintings reveal that 
the community of Cocharcas became defined by the very advocation that bore its name, and its 
commitment to Christianity was resolute.  Visual art became a path through which the 
community could articulate and promote this commitment and makes the Cocharcas paintings 
particularly interesting among the statue paintings genre.  As Kagan writes, the paintings offer 
“visual confirmation of the extent to which the Virgin and Cocharcas were essentially one.”107 
The church is surrounded by small houses and what appear to be tents, perhaps the campsite of 
the many pilgrims journeying to the site, seen both on the trail above and below the church in the 
painting and identifiable by their backpacks and staffs, which bear the shape of a cross. 
A lone figure is placed to the pictorial left of the church and appears to be entering the 
church courtyard (figure 19).  In his right hand he carries a walking stick, but under his left arm 
appears to be a large, unidentifiable parcel.  A different version of the painting, which is also in 
the collection of the Brooklyn Museum (ca. 18th century, figure 21), might help identify this 
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individual.  In the Brooklyn version, the Virgin’s altar is more prominently featured, with the 
images of the church and landscape depicted in the altar’s predella.  The large figure depicted on 
the right side of the Brooklyn predella, who is being greeted by angels, is identified as the creator 
of the Cocharcas cult, Sebastián Quimichi (figure 22).  In this work, Quimichi holds the image of 
Cocharcas on his back in a large parcel, depicting the very moment in which the advocation 
arrived in her final resting place.108  The figure in The Met’s work similarly approaches the  
church with a large, unidentifiable parcel under its arm that is not similar in size or shape to the 
knapsacks the pilgrims hoist on their backs along the trail to the sanctuary, leading one to believe 
that he is not a pilgrim but the genesis of the cult, Quimichi, having just arrived at Cocharcas 
from Copacabana. 
The other figures seen throughout the painting are in various forms of dress.  
Contemporary accounts from the time verify that pilgrims of all walks of life journeyed to the 
shrine, whether it be a priest, magistrate, or slave.109  This practice is confirmed by the image at 
hand.  For example, one of the central figures in the foreground scene wears a broad-brimmed 
pilgrim hat and a traditional indigenous tunic (figure 23); to his left an individual sports a 
European style outfit of a red waistcoat and black stockings.  While these figures appear to exist 
in harmony, the scene before them, in the river, appears to be much more chaotic.  With arms 
raised and the river current visibly strong, the figures in the water appear to be drowning.  Such a 
dramatic scene is also typical of Cocharcas paintings, which often depict miracles that the 
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advocation was said to have performed.110  Therefore, it is highly likely that one of these 
miracles involved the water rescue of a group of villagers. 
The most prominent feature in the painting is the portrait of the statue of Our Lady of 
Cocharcas on her processional platform.  The procession of statues throughout a village was a 
European tradition that traveled to the Americas—a ritual that represented the unmatched 
devotion pledged to these images and the saints they embody.  Statues played an important role 
in the grand processions organized by the Church in seventeenth-century Spain, such as the Holy 
Week festival, which took place between Palm Sunday and Easter and was among the largest and 
most elaborate, “an unrivaled formal display of pomp and splendor,” according to Susan Verdi 
Webster.111  This tradition traveled to the colonial Americas, where the processions were staged 
by penitential confraternities.112 The statues were not seen to be fully realized until they were 
processed, which Verdi Webster argues is essential to their understanding and appreciation and is 
something that traditional art history has ignored.  The sculptures were created to be as life-like 
as possible in order to best engage and provoke the viewer, making them most suitable for 
procession.  Many of these elements, such as movable limbs, clothing, and wigs, have been 
critiqued by scholars as making the objects doll-like, and less like fine art objects.  However, 
Webster argues that when understood within the context of their intended purpose, the statues, 
which were created by some of the most renowned sculptors in Spain, were “among the most 
illusionistic sculptures ever made.”113 
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The images of Our Lady of Cocharcas make clear that procession was an important 
factor during the celebratory feast day for this particular advocation.  The physical statue, on 
which the paintings are based, was created in the late sixteenth century.  Carved of wood, it 
stands approximately 41 inches high, and throughout the liturgical year it is changed into 
different garments.  It wears a large golden crown topped by a cross, as is also depicted in The 
Met’s image.114  In fact, The Met’s painting shares a gallery with the spectacular Crown of the 
Andes (figure 24), which had been made to adorn another sacred image of the Virgin in 
Colombia in the seventeenth or eighteenth century.  Many of the Virgins depicted in the statue 
paintings referenced throughout this essay, in fact, are shown wearing a golden crown similar in 
shape and size to the Crown of the Andes. This extravagant object represents the custom of 
lavishing such sumptuous gifts on these sculptures of the Virgin to gain favor.  This particular 
crown at The Met is considered one of the most important surviving examples of a goldsmith’s 
work from colonial Latin America, and its glimmering beauty provides a first-hand account of 
the riches bestowed upon these sacred sculptures, indicative of the importance they held in their 
communities.115 
 
History and Theory 
 
 
As Barbara Duncan writes, and as discussed in Chapter 1, statue paintings of the Virgin 
“became one of the most prevalent and venerated art forms in the Viceroyalty of Peru.”116  With 
detailed narrative scenes incorporated within, the paintings of Our Lady of Cocharcas are 
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unique, but still stem from a broader tradition of Candlemas advocations.  Sabine MacCormack 
uses contemporary accounts to trace a line of continuity from these Candlemas advocations— 
specifically, the Virgin of Copacabana—back to pre-conquest Inca devotion to a sun god.117  It is 
this connection to the ancient Inca past, she argues, that perpetuated the development of the cult 
of Copacabana (and therefore Our Lady of Cocharcas, as well, as we know from the 
advocation’s origin story), ultimately resulting in the proliferation of Christianity in the region 
and the emergence of colonial Andean statue paintings. 
Prior to the conquest, pilgrimage was an important part of Inca ritual life.  Pilgrims 
traveled to Copacabana, which was the last stop before the island of Titicaca, where the sun was 
believed to have originated and a temple to the sun existed.  It became referred to as the “Island 
of the Sun.”  The sun cult was the religious, political, and imperial center of the Inca empire.  It 
emerged during a time of strain and difficulty in the empire and was created to bring together 
diverse populations under one shared ritual and allegiance while also strengthening ties to Inca 
rulers.  In many ways, the concept behind this cult and Inca religion has unmistakable parallels to 
Christianity. Inca rituals performed for the sun on the island foreshadowed Catholic rituals of 
pilgrimage to the Virgin in the same locale: following the conquest, the solar cult collapsed, and 
the cult of Copacabana gradually emerged as the Sun’s successor.  In a similar way, the 
establishment of the Copacabana cult also emerged during a time of difficulty: legend has it that 
following the threat of frost destroying the 1582 harvest, Parishioners of Santa Ana of 
Copacabana decided to form a confraternity to honor a patron saint who would help them avert 
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famine.  The Virgin, whose imagery proliferated not only in the colonies, but also in Spain, and 
who was thought to have aided the Spanish in their defeat of Cuzco by way of miracle, was 
chosen as the sun’s successor.  In fact, the region of Copacabana was more allied with the 
Spanish than other areas at that time due to the leadership of Paullu Topa Inca, an early 
converter, who died a Christian in Cuzco in 1549.118  The Virgin fit in socially and politically 
and represented a bridge between the past and the present: this Christian image with miracle-
working capabilities has power and lives, “just as the huacas of the Incas had power and lived,” 
MacCormack writes. By pledging devotion to this singular object, pre-conquest Inca beliefs 
remained alive and were transferred to different subjects.  Ultimately, pledging devotion to these 
Virgins through pilgrimage to Copacabana was, as MacCormack puts it, “a means of 
perpetuating ancient loyalties.”119 
Engel paints a similar picture, specifically with regard to Our Lady of Cocharcas and 
what she deems as the transculturation of Andean identity.  Engel defines transculturation not as 
a cultural synthesis but as the organic coming together of cultures and the resultant emergence of 
a new tradition. She sees the colonial region of Cocharcas as exemplative of this idea.  The 
evangelization efforts of the Spanish were not 100% successful, in that the resultant religious 
ideology was a blend of the two spiritual systems, Andean and Spanish Catholic, which led to the 
development of a uniquely Andean form of Catholicism that continued to evolve over hundreds 
of years.  This Andean form of Catholicism is represented by the statue paintings, and 
particularly, Our Lady of Cocharcas, in which pilgrimage, both a sacred Andean and Catholic 
 
118 Sabine MacCormack, “From the Sun of the Incas to the Virgin of Copacabana,” in Representations No. 8 
(Autumn, 1984), 48. 
 




ritual, is depicted. In addition, the image is localized by the inclusion of the region’s geography 
and architecture.  By exploring the landscape, sacred beings, and human figures in the statue 
paintings of Cocharcas, one can begin to see how the convergence of two cultures and religions 
manifested in the visual.  As Engel writes, “the ritual activation of physical bodies offered a 
moment for expression of a collective identity that could not be substantiated in any other 
way.”120 The Cocharcas paintings reveal the agency that Andean people brought to the 




The significance of belief and ritual in the colonial Andes is powerfully illustrated in The Met’s 
painting of Our Lady of Cocharcas and in other such iterations of the advocation.  In the image, 
a multiplicity of pilgrims traverse harrowing landscapes in order to pledge devotion to this 
Andean Christian divinity—one that has Catholic origins, but is grounded in the local by the 
inclusion of the regional geography and ritual.  The Virgin’s significance is underscored by the 
depiction of her many devotees, her grandiose presence on the canvas, and the lavish decoration 
with which she is adorned and processed.  In the eighteenth century, statue paintings allowed for 
the advocation to be pledged devotion from afar. Today, they crystallize for modern viewers the 
monumental significance these advocations held in the lives of the many inhabitants of the 
colonial Andes, the layered belief systems that propelled them, and the power of visual art in the 
promulgation of belief.  The Met’s addition of the colonial art of South America to the American 
Wing, including Our Lady of Cocharcas, allows it to tell a powerful and complex story that 
traverses traditional Euro-centric narratives and expands the definition of American art to one 
 
120 Engel, 304. 
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that includes a multiplicity of voices, not only of the colonizer but of the colonized, and 


























By situating The Met’s statue painting of Our Lady of Cocharcas within the broader 
context of the statue painting genre, indigenous and Catholic belief systems, and European and 
pre-Columbian art, and exploring the performative rituals depicted within the works, this study 
reveals the complexity that can be found in colonial art and how religious belief was both 
manifested and propelled by both performance (pilgrimage and procession) and the visual in the 
late colonial period.  One may venture to pull apart the visual elements located within the 
Cocharcas paintings and assign them as European or Andean, as a traditional art historical 
inquiry might dictate and a process that has historically placed colonial painting and artistic 
practices in the margin.  However, the evidence presented through this study reveals why this is 
not a productive endeavor.  The varying and often overlapping religious and visual customs in 
which these artworks are rooted and the iconography represented within must be analyzed and 
considered in order to form a comprehensive understanding of these traditions.  As such, this 
study seeks to survey these works within broad, multilayered contexts in order to reveal the 
complexities of colonial Andean culture and religion in the early modern period.   
In colonial Latin America, Marian advocations and apparitions were perhaps more 
popular than traditional images of the Virgin, many of them being paintings of statues. As 
Ananda Cohen Suarez writes, “often described as trampantojos o lo divino, or “divine trompe 
l’oeil,” these paintings, as representations of representations, are two levels removed from the 
original divine apparition.”122  Statue paintings were widely popular, which speaks to the 
significance of the statues themselves, which were seen through indigenous eyes as the huacas of 
the Spanish. They therefore became the focus of local devotion, ritual, and prayer, warranting the 
 
122 Cohen Suarez, 40.  
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proliferation of painted portraits of the objects.  The acceptance of the Virgin by indigenous 
people then aided the spread of Christianity across the region.   
This survey ultimately reveals the transculturation that took place in the late colonial 
Andean region of Cocharcas and the magnificent visual creations that stem from this unique 
moment.  A focus on one specific statue painting in the collection of The Met, Our Lady of 
Cocharcas, demonstrates how the power of the object, the ritual of pilgrimage, and the act of 
procession both furthered Spanish evangelization efforts while fostering the development of 
unique colonial Andean identities.  As Emily Engel writes, “the border narrative scenes in the 
paintings of Our Lady of Cocharcas represent the lived boundaries enacted during pilgrimage, 
which provided the opportunity for the diverse highland population (including the indigenous 
majority) to channel power and formulate a sense of transcultured identity within the constraints 
of colonialism.”123 Pilgrimage was a ritual activity that provided the opportunity for Andean 
people to continue their own traditions while adopting a Christian practice. The incorporation of 
vignette scenes of this ritual activity into the statue paintings of Cocharcas underscore the 
significance of this physical activation and the agency it brought to this highland community.   
With detailed narrative scenes contained within, the paintings of Our Lady of Cocharcas 
are particularly unique among the statue painting genre and reveal not only the acceptance of 
these Christian advocations, but the unification of communities through shared devotion to the 
Virgin and the rituals that served them: pilgrimage and procession.  The movement of bodies 
through the landscape, as depicted in the Cocharcas works, reveal that these physical activations 
were performed by a diverse group of constituents, all of whom sought to pledge devotion to the 
advocation.  The incorporation of these performative acts into the portraits themselves ground 
these paintings in the local and demonstrate the powerful connection between ritual, visual art, 
 
123 Engel, 333.  
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and spiritual belief in the colonial Andes.  The images of Our Lady of Cocharcas are an entry 
point through which one can come to understand these ritual systems and their powerful place in 
the Cocharcas community, and ultimately reveal the extraordinary complexity of religious visual 
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Figure 1  
Our Lady of Cocharcas  
1759 
Oil and gold on canvas 














Our Lady of the Rosary of Pomata  
Eighteenth century 
Oil on canvas 



















Figure 3  
Eight-pointed star tunic 
Inca, 1460-1540 
Camelid hair, cotton 












Figure 4  
Camelid figurine 
Inca, 1400-1533 
Alloys of silver, gold, and copper 











Figure 5  
Herman Weyen, after Peter Paul Rubens  
The Resurrection of Christ  
Ca. 1626-50 
Engraving 



















Figure 6  
Francisco de Zurbarán  
Virgen de la Merced con dos mercedarios  
Ca. 1635-1640 
Oil on canvas 











Ascension of the Virgin  
Late eighteenth or early nineteenth century  
Oil on canvas 









Figure 8  
Saint Catherine of Siena  
Seventeenth century 
Oil on copper 
















Figure 9  
Madonna and Child with Saints Francis and Catherine of Siena  
Ca. 1476-80 
Tempera on wood, gold ground 









Figure 10  
Detail of End of the Procession, from the series of Corpus Christi paintings made for the Church 
of Santa Ana, Cuzco  
Seventeenth century 
Oil on canvas 

















Figure 11  
Virgin of the Victory of Málaga  
Late seventeenth or eighteenth century  
Oil paint on canvas with gold leaf  











Diego Quispe Tito  
Franciscan Virgin of the Immaculate Conception  
Ca. 1650 










Figure 13  
Detail of Our Lady of Guápulo 
Eighteenth century 
Oil on canvas 













Figure 14  
Our Lady of Pomata  
1675 
Oil on canvas 










Figure 15  
Wilhelm von Gumppenberg 
Virgin of Guadalupe, Virgin of Leon, Virgin of Rocamadour, and Virgin of Loudun (clockwise 
from top left)  








Figure 16  
Virgin of the Mountain 
Ca. 1766 
Oil on canvas 










Figure 17  
Our Lady of Cocharcas  
1765 
Oil on canvas 











Figure 18  
Detail, Our Lady of Cocharcas  
1765 
Oil on canvas 











Figure 19  
Virgin of the Candlestick  
Ca. 1760 
Oil on canvas 









Figure 20  
Detail, Our Lady of Cocharcas 
1759 
Oil and gold on canvas 


























Our Lady of Cocharcas on the Altar  
Eighteenth century 
Oil on canvas 














Figure 22  
Detail, Our Lady of Cocharcas on the Altar  
Eighteenth century 
Oil on canvas 




Figure 23  
Detail, Our Lady of Cocharcas 
1759 
Oil and gold on canvas 













Crown of the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception, known as the Crown of the Andes  
Colombian; Popayán, ca. 1660 (diadem) and ca. 1770 (arches) 
Gold, repoussé and chased; emeralds  
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York  
 
